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Wait for the sky to fall
muziek: Rob Klein Lenderink & Harmen Nuesink; tekst: Jan Bosch & Frans de Meijer (©1988)

couplet I
You can swear and scream blue murder,
you can grab the sword and fight.
When the tables turn you cannot beat me,
against the odds, my battle cry.

couplet II
You cast your evil spells on me (and)
you fly on the wings of wrath.
The more you struggle trying to catch me,
the deeper you'll sink in the slough.

refrein
Wait, for the sky to fall,
for the sun to fade away.
Wait, for the hell to freeze,
and wait tor the world to decay.
Wait, tor the sky to fall,
when desert becomes to sea.
Wait, for the world's collapse,
that's when you get a hold of me.

couplet III
You call me names and spit in my eye,
you'd love to impale my head.
My soul is free and out of reach,
(you) won't live to see my final death.

couplet IV
You can curse the day I was born,
make my body bleed and rot.
You may sway the sceptre over all,
no tyrant shall spill my blood.

= solo =

refrein
Wait, for the sky to fall,
for the sun to fade away.
Wait, for the hell to freeze,
and wait for the world to decay.
Wait, for the sky to fall,
when desert becomes to sea.
Wait, for the world's collapse,
that's when you get a hold of me.

couplet V
You take away the light in my eyes,
and you mutilate my face,
but all your crimes won't affect my pride,
I won't submit to the disgrace.

couplet VI
When evil screams throughout the world,
when all the galaxies converge,
when all that's fare and fine seems lost,
a hero will emerge!




